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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

Consumer-grade digital cameras are recognized as a cost-effective method of monitoring plant health and phenology. The capacity to use these cameras to produce time series information contributes to a better understanding of relationships between environmental conditions, vegetation health, and productivity. In this study we evaluate the use of consumer grade digital cameras modified to capture infrared wavelengths for monitoring vegetation. The use of infrared imagery is very common in satellite remote sensing, while most current near sensing studies are limited to visible wavelengths only. The use of infrared-visible observations is theoretically superior over the use of just visible observation due to the strong contrast between infrared and visible reflection of vegetation, the high correlation of the three visible bands and the possibilities to use spectral indices like the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index.

This paper presents two experiments: the first study compares infrared modified and true color cameras to detect seasonal development of understory plants species in a forest; the second is aimed at evaluation of spectrometer and camera data collected during a laboratory plant stress experiment. The main goal of the experiments is to evaluate the utility of infrared modified cameras for the monitoring of plant health and phenology.

Results show that infrared converted cameras perform less than standard color cameras in a monitoring setting. Comparison of the infrared camera response to spectrometer data points at limits in dynamic range, and poor band separation as the main weaknesses of converted consumer cameras. Our results support the use of standard color cameras as simple and affordable tools for the monitoring of plant stress and phenology.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

\textbf{1. Introduction}

Monitoring plant condition and phenology is crucial for understanding relationships between climate variability, environmental conditions, vegetation health, and productivity. Plant phenology is directly related to climate variations, both intra-annually (Polgar and Primack, 2011) and annually (Cleland et al., 2007; Linderholm, 2006; Badeck et al., 2004). Furthermore, plant phenology and condition drive primary productivity and influence other ecosystem services, such as habitat use for many species, including insects (Bale et al., 2002), birds (Papeš et al., 2012), and large herbivores (Nielsen et al., 2003, 2010; Post and Stenseth, 1999; Sharma et al., 2009). The use of consumer-grade digital cameras is recognized as a cost-effective method to obtain high temporal resolution data on vegetation processes (Richardson et al., 2009). In phenological research, studies have utilized cameras mounted on fixed locations (Bater et al., 2011a; Kurc and Benton, 2010; Nijland et al., 2012; Richardson et al., 2009) or publicly available webcam imagery (Graham et al., 2010; Ide and Oguma, 2010) to monitor vegetation changes. Because the cameras are ground-based, observations are restricted to individual plant or stand scales and are commonly referred to as ‘near sensing’ (Jongschaap and Booij, 2004). Despite the local scale of inquiry, these data provide a critical link to monitoring vegetation over larger areas through observational networks (Graham et al., 2010; Jacobs et al., 2009), satellite remote sensing (Hufkens et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2003), or a combination of both (Badeck et al., 2004; Coops et al., 2012; Liang et al., 2011).

Information on vegetation development from satellite images commonly relies on indices which compare the reflectance of vegetation in multiple spectral regions. The most common indices utilize the differential response of vegetation in near infrared (NIR) and red (R) or other visible bands. The normalized difference
vegetation index (NDVI) \((\text{NIR} - R/\text{NIR} + R)\) (Tucker, 1979) is the most commonly used index (Liang et al., 2011; Soudani et al., 2012). Many studies have successfully used ground based infrared or mixed-spectrum cameras to study plant health, vegetation cover, or vegetation vigor, such as in precision agriculture (Bauer et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2010; Knoth et al., 2010), ecology (Aber et al., 2005), and archeology (Verhoeven et al., 2009), among others. These studies focus mostly on the spatial domain, while few studies analyzed time-series of IR or mixed imagery (Lelong, 2008). Many long term near sensing phenology studies however, rely on indices of greenness, either \(2G - RB\), excess greenness, or \(G/RGB\), green chromatic coordinate (Richardson et al., 2007; Sonnentag et al., 2012; Woebbecke et al., 1995). The difference in usage between satellite versus ground-based systems has principally been driven by atmospheric and economic considerations. Both air- and space-borne remote sensing systems are influenced by atmospheric scattering in the blue and green range and therefore better results are often obtained using longer wavelengths such as red and NIR. Satellite sensors are designed for Earth observation and thus include NIR detection capabilities, while consumer cameras are designed for taking pictures of cats and thus resemble the human vision system which has considerable overlap between especially red and green sensitivity (Konica and Minolta, 1998; Poynton, 1995). Atmospheric scattering is of little concern for near sensing as the target and the sensor are spatially much closer and shorter wavelengths like blue and green are less affected because of the reduced path length. Secondly, near sensing approaches often utilize inexpensive consumer-grade sensors (digital cameras), which facilitate autonomous remote operation and establishment of observational networks covering significant geographical areas or environmental gradients (Bater et al., 2011). In contrast, sensors that can acquire NIR image data are inclined to be more expensive, reducing both their flexibility in deployment and quantity of units deployed. The differences between spectral characteristics and approaches of remote and near sensing systems raise questions about the compatibility of the two approaches (Coops et al., 2012; Fisher et al., 2006). Additional research is required to improve our understanding of how these data compare both spatially and temporally, as well as how they can capture varying degrees of plant stress.

In this paper we discuss the use of single-capture infrared images for monitoring phenology and plant health. To do so we undertake two case studies, the first of which compares the performance of IR and true color cameras to detect seasonal development of understory plant species within a forest canopy. In contrast to the theoretical advantage of IR based systems, true color cameras outperform the IR converted sensors. Therefore, we use the second study to further explore response of IR and true color cameras to changes in plant health in a controlled laboratory environment. This study combines images and spectrometer data of a 52 day stress experiment on Buxus sempervirens plants. We use the spectrometer data to simulate the response of different camera systems to changes in plant health to help explain the performance of standard and converted consumer cameras in vegetation studies. Our main objective is evaluating the utility of consumer grade digital cameras, specifically with infrared conversions, for vegetation monitoring and phenology studies.

2. Methods

2.1. Infrared conversion of consumer-grade digital cameras

Consumer-grade digital cameras are fitted with either a CCD (charge coupled device) sensor or a CMOS (complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor) sensor. The silicon-based sensor substrate is generally sensitive to wavelengths between 350 nm and 1100 nm, including ultraviolet (UV) and NIR (Brooker, 2009). To obtain true-color images, most sensors have a Bayer color filter array (Bayer, 1976; Hirakawa and Wolfe, 2008), which combines a blue, a red and two green sensor cells into one true-color image pixel (Fig. 1). However, the filter materials (partly) transmit UV and IR radiation and therefore the cameras are fitted with a rejection filter that cancels out these wavelengths. It becomes possible to use standard CCD/CMOS sensors for IR imaging if the rejection filter is removed. A number of companies offer such conversions (e.g. Life Pixel Infrared Conversion Services, Mukilteo WA (www.lifepixel.com); LDP LCC, Carlstadt, NJ (www.maxmax.com), or market purpose built digital cameras that are based on converted RGB sensors (Tetracam Inc, Chatsworth CA (www.tetracam.com)). The IR rejection filter is replaced by a filter that allows transmission of IR and selected regions of the visible spectrum. The Bayer color filter array, on the other hand, is fused to the sensor substrate and cannot be removed. As a result, when using RGB cameras with the IR filter removed, the transmission profiles of the Bayer color channels remain, and depending on the filter choice each channel is sensitive to its original color and/or to IR radiation. Fig. 1 shows the sensitivity of a camera with the IR rejection filter replaced by a 590 nm long-pass filter. In this example, the R-channel records Red + IR, the G-channel records IR plus some component of the Green, and the B-channel records IR only. Other available long-pass filters include:

- Blue rejection filter (550 nm long-pass) giving R = Red + IR, G = Green + IR, B = IR-only, such as in the Tetracam ADC (Tetracam 2011 (ADC manual, v.2.3)).
- IR only filter (>700 nm long pass), giving IR-only sensitivity to all channels, but with a wider range in R (700–1100 nm) than in B and G (800–1100 nm).
- Monotone IR only filter (>800 nm long pass), giving a more closely balanced sensitivity between the RGB channels at the cost of some spectral range (800–1100 nm).

A different type of filter for vegetation research is a dual-band-pass filter that transmits light only in the 400–600 nm and 700–800 nm ranges, giving R = IR-only (700–800 nm), G = green, and B = blue (LDP LCC, 2012).

The filter choice influences the spectral sensitivity and dynamic range of the sensor. A low cutoff wavelength gives better separation between the color bands and thus allows for using these color differences in calculating band indices. However, these filters often result in a large exposure difference between R, G and B, requiring exposure compensation and causing loss of usable dynamic range.

![Fig. 1. Idealized filter profiles (lines) and channel sensitivity (surface) for camera with internal IR rejection filter replaced by a 590 nm long pass filter (after: LDP 2012, Nijland, 2012; Bull, 2012).](image_url)
range. In addition to their confounded spectral response, digital RGB cameras have a limited dynamic range and acquire images using automated exposure control settings which may involve in-camera image preprocessing; usually, this preprocessing cannot be tuned. As a result, band ratio indices have to be used to negate changes in brightness and produce images which are less sensitive to image brightness and exposures, such as the excess greenness (2G – RB) or green chromatic coordinate (G/RGB) in standard color images. With long-pass filters that transmit (a part of) red light (Fig. 1), indices that leverage the difference between the B (IR-only) and R (Red + IR), like the blue channel chromatic coordinate (IR – B)/IR – RGB), are most promising. Additionally, the green channel may be used, although it has less potential due to its dual sensitivity in both the green and IR regions. Since the Bayer red pixels are by design sensitive for red and infrared light, it is not possible to obtain separate measurements of red and infrared with a single exposure. This, in turn, makes it impossible to calculate a true NDVI from a single image.

2.2. Field experiment

One IR and one RGB camera were installed at a field site in the University of British Columbia (UBC) botanical gardens in Vancouver, Canada. The field of view of the cameras covered nine species of interest including conifers, broadleaf evergreens, and deciduous plants and trees (Fig. 2). To assess the temporal consistency across the time series, we used brightness values from a wood-chip path as a plant-free surface with constant reflectance over the whole season. The cameras were setup before the start of the spring green-up in 2012 on April 4, and were taken down when the deciduous species had lost most of their leaves (November 8). In total, 6851 images were acquired, predominately from April to September.

The camera set was manufactured by Harbortronics (Fort Collins, Colorado, USA) and consisted of two commercially available Pentax K100D camera units. The Pentax K100D is a single-lens reflex (SLR) camera with a 6.1 megapixels CCD sensor and was, for this study, equipped with a 18–55mm lens set to 18mm. The two cameras recorded true-color RGB and IR respectively, the latter using a 590 nm long-pass filter. Both cameras were controlled by an intervalometer and sealed in a fiberglass housing. The entire system is self-contained and can operate unattended for several months, until available data storage is exhausted (Bater et al., 2011a). The system was mounted on a nearby tree, with the cameras as close to each other as possible. The intervalometers were configured to record hourly pictures during daytime (0900–1800 h). We used a manually fixed focus and automatic exposure, with a compensation of minus two stops for the IR camera to compensate for changes in sensitivity introduced by the conversion. The white balance was fixed at 5500 K with tint +10 (this sets the green–magenta balance) for the RGB images, and at 2400 K with tint at −70 for the IR images. Digital images were archived in RAW format to retain maximum data fidelity (Verhoeven, 2010), and ancillary data included a time stamp for acquisition reference. In addition to the image acquisition, the field sites were visited throughout the season to record phenological stages according to Dierschke (1972), from the phenology record we use the timing of leaf out and fall senescence (Table 1).

The image data was analyzed by extracting the color information from the images within areas of interest (Fig. 2) positioned on each of the species of interest (Table 1). For the RGB images we utilized the uncorrected green channel intensity (G) calculated the green chromatic coordinate (G/RGB) and the excess greenness (2G – RB). From the IR images we extracted the blue band intensity (IRB), the blue band chromatic coordinate (IRB = IRB/IR + IRG + IRB), excess IRB intensity (2IRB – IRB + IRG) and a pseudo NDVI ((IRB – IRG)/(IRB + IRG)). A correlation matrix was calculated for all band indices and for all species of interest to select the indices with the strongest relations for further examination. We use salal (Gaultheria shalonn) as an example of evergreen species, bog blueberry (Vaccinium uliginosum) as a deciduous example, and the wood path as constant reference surface.

2.3. Laboratory experiment

To examine the sensitivity for changes in plant phenology in a controlled environment with constant illumination, we acquired a series of images of potted B. sempervirens plants. In total, 18 plants were used and were divided into 6 groups, one control group and five stress groups, each receiving different treatments to investigate the effect of stress conditions on plant reflectance and appearance; an extensive analysis of the spectral data was published in de Jong et al. (2012). The six groups were treated as follows: (1) control, adequate care; (2) saturation, roots submerged in water; (3) light deprivation, kept in total darkness; (4) drought, plants received no water at all; (5) drought and heat, plants received no water and were subject to intense lighting from a halogen lamp for 8 h a day; (6) chlorine poisoning, normal watering was given with a 1.2% active chlorine solution.

The experiment continued for 52 days. At regular intervals, the spectra of all plants were measured using the portable spectroradiometer analytical spectral device (ASD) FieldSpec Pro JR, which has a spectral range of 350–2500 nm divided over three
sensors and a sampling width of 1.5 nm (350–1000 nm) or 2.0 nm (1000–2500 nm) (ASDI, 2011). It has an 8° field of view optical lens, which is attached through a fiber-optic cable. A dark and a bright reference target were placed in all images to provide a fixed white-balance and exposure in each image. On days 8, 37, and 52 the plants were photographed under controlled lighting conditions and with constant photo geometry and plant orientation. Photos were taken with a Canon EOS 350D DSLR camera (Canon Inc. Japan): one in standard RGB color, and one with a converted camera employing a 715 nm long-pass infrared filter. Images were acquired with a fixed exposure and with manual settings to ensure constant settings over the whole time series. The camera and plant setup is shown in Fig. 3. From the photos we extracted the average response over the whole plant (excluding the pot) and surrounding scene elements, except for minor parts of the neutral background.

We simulated the responses of different camera filters to changes in plant health using the ASD spectra and theoretical camera response curves. The simulations were used to assess the effect of different filter configurations separated from issues related to the exposure and processing of images. The simulations were made with seven different configurations: Standard camera IR-rejection filter (normal RGB, Fig. 4); uniform 100 nm RGB; 590 nm long-pass filter (Fig. 1); 715 nm long-pass filter; 830 nm long-pass filter; red rejection dual band pass filter (Fig. 4); and Thematic Mapper bands 4, 3, and 2 (Markham and Heldr, 2011) (G 0.52–0.60; R 0.63–0.69; NIR 0.76–0.9 nm, with uniform response within those ranges). The simulated responses were then used to calculate band indices to capture the development of the plant phenology and stress. For this experiment we considered: uniform 100 nm Green chromatic coordinate (G/R + G + B), TM NDVI (NIR – R/NIR + B), IR intensity (720–920 nm), camera green chromatic coordinate (G/RGB), 590 nm long-pass blue chromatic coordinate (IRg/IRg + IRg + + IRg), and red rejection band pass NDVI (NIR – B/NIR + B). All of the indices were calculated as deviation from the initial value to make them more comparable and remove slight individual differences between groups.

3. Results

3.1. Field experiment

Exploratory analysis of image-derived indices showed variation in the correlation between IR indices and greeness-based indices (Table 2), especially for the IR-blue chromatic coordinate. In order to get a more detailed understanding of the sensitivity of these indices to changing illumination and phenological condition we looked at the hourly (Section 3.1.1) and yearly (Section 3.1.2) patterns of...
Table 2
Correlation matrix ($r$) for various near-sensing vegetation indices, as derived from the field experiment (Section 3.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Green i</th>
<th>Green Cx</th>
<th>2G-Rbi</th>
<th>IR_b i</th>
<th>IR_b Cx</th>
<th>IR 2B-GRi</th>
<th>IR NDVI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Green int.</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green chr.coord.</td>
<td>-0.80</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2G-Rbi</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR_b int.</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR_b chr.coord.</td>
<td>-0.60</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR 2B-GRi</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR NDVI</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The hourly profiles of green and IR based indices show the yearly averaged values by each hour and corresponding standard deviations (Fig. 5). For the greenness-based indices, the 2G-Rbi has a much stronger diurnal signal than the G/RGB as this index is by design more sensitive to changes in illumination. From the IR images, we derived blue channel brightness (sensitive from 800 to 1100 nm) and blue chromatic coordinate (B/RGB), which leverages the difference between the blue and other image channels. Again, the blue chromatic coordinate has less hourly variability, indicating a lower sensitivity to illumination changes. In both the greenness and IR based indices, different species showed different daily cycles, likely due to shading since the direct illumination varied temporally among the individual plants. This effect is strongest around noon, with highest illumination and therefore strongest contrast between shaded and non-shaded species. Fig. 5 illustrates that the difference between the three plant species and the non-vegetation area is more apparent in the greenness-based indices than in the IR-based indices.

3.1.1. Hourly patterns

The hourly profiles of green and IR based indices show the yearly averaged values by each hour and corresponding standard deviations (Fig. 5). For the greenness-based indices, the 2G-Rbi has a much stronger diurnal signal than the G/RGB as this index is by design more sensitive to changes in illumination. From the IR images, we derived blue channel brightness (sensitive from 800 to 1100 nm) and blue chromatic coordinate (B/RGB), which leverages the difference between the blue and other image channels. Again, the blue chromatic coordinate has less hourly variability, indicating a lower sensitivity to illumination changes. In both the greenness and IR based indices, different species showed different daily cycles, likely due to shading since the direct illumination varied temporally among the individual plants. This effect is strongest around noon, with highest illumination and therefore strongest contrast between shaded and non-shaded species. Fig. 5 illustrates that the difference between the three plant species and the non-vegetation area is more apparent in the greenness-based indices than in the IR-based indices.

3.1.2. Yearly development

Fig. 6 shows seasonal trends in our assumedly constant target (wood-chip path), the deciduous bog blueberry (V. uliginosum), and the evergreen salal (G. shallon). As anticipated, the wood chip shows no clear trend, with most of the small variations likely related to daily illumination conditions. Neither does the IR_b chromatic coordinate show any clear trends related to the phenological development of the plants. Conversely, the green chromatic coordinate of the bog blueberry shows a very strong spring leaf flush and decreasing green values as the leaf ages during the growing season. The evergreen salal has high greenness values throughout the year, with a distinct peak during the summer months when new (bright green) leaves unfold. The IR_b intensity shows the general trends that can be observed in the greenness, but seems to be less sensitive to the color differences between young and fully developed leaves. The IR values show intraday scatter caused by its sensitivity to illumination conditions.

3.2. Laboratory experiment

The spectrometer data from the laboratory experiment allow for a direct comparison of different simulated camera configurations against intensity data and broad band vegetation indices like NDVI. Alongside the spectrometer data, we have validated some simulated camera configurations using a correspondingly modified camera.

NDVI and G/RGB are widely used broadband vegetation indices and form a benchmark for the simulated data in this experiment (Fig. 7). They show a pronounced decline in health after day 10 for the drought and drought + heat groups and a less pronounced response for the chlorine and saturation groups. The control and light deprivation groups do not have a clear health response. The stress patterns from these broad band indices correspond to the patterns observed using specific narrowband vegetation indices (de Jong et al., 2012). IR intensity shows very similar results as NDVI and G/RGB, but with a stronger decline in the saturation and chlorine groups. The simulated camera G/RGB has less range than the the uniform G/RGB because the band separation in a real camera is not optimal. However, the camera G/RGB is still able to capture the trends in vegetation health. The B/RGB from the 590 nm long pass filter has an extremely small range (note the y-axis) and fails to capture the plant health signal visible in other indices. The red rejection band-pass NDVI shows more variability within the time-series; nevertheless, it captures the general trends in vegetation health well. Both IR intensity and G/RGB from the actual cameras have a smaller range in their observed changes than the spectrometer data or the simulated camera data, but the general trends in vegetation health are similar (Fig. 8). In contrast to the spectral data, the photos for the light deprivation group did show a decline in health. The response of different test groups is mixed, and where the spectral data shows the strongest response for the drought and drought + heat groups, the photos do not separate them as well. Interpretation of the photo data is somewhat limited by the lack of temporal resolution.

![Fig. 4. Idealized filter profiles for a normal (true-color) RGB camera and a camera with a red-rejection dual-band-pass filter as used for the camera simulations.](image-url)
Fig. 5. Hourly patterns of four vegetation indices as averages over the whole year, the lines indicate one standard deviation. Shown are: *V. uliginosum*, Bog blueberry; *G. shallon*, Salal; *L. americanus*, Skunk cabbage; and wood-chip path as non vegetated reference.

Fig. 6. Yearly patterns and trends for three different vegetation indices for: *V. uliginosum*, Bog blueberry; *G. shallon*, Salal; and the wood path. Key phenological events are marked, for Salal this is the leaf flush is observed at day 166, for Bog blueberry leaf unfolding over 50% was at day 116, senescence was at day 312 falling outside of the graph.
4. Discussion

In this study, we used consumer-grade digital cameras for monitoring plant health and phenology. The performance of near-infrared images was compared against true-color RGB images. The latter were found to outperform infrared images, especially in an uncontrolled (field) environment. The underperformance of infrared imagery for vegetation monitoring is attributable to limitations in dynamic range and band separation. These two issues are discussed below.

The limited dynamic range of consumer grade CCD/CMOS sensors forces the use of camera auto exposure and prevents conversion of digital numbers into calibrated radiances values. If a scene has notable changes in brightness over the monitoring period, the camera has to compensate its exposure, which obscures the detection of actual changes. In complex scenes, local differences in direct versus diffuse illumination may further obscure the changes of interest. Furthermore, consumer cameras apply non-linear transformations to the image data in ways that are beyond user control (Wüller et al., 2007). It is therefore not possible to effectively correct for the changes in illumination and exposure. The lack of calibrated data can be addressed by using color indices that are insensitive to brightness, like the green chromatic coordinate, which is used in many visible-color vegetation studies. In IR cameras that are converted using a long pass filter, such indices have to be constructed using the red and blue channels, leveraging the difference between IR+Red and IR-only information. However, our study shows that the $IR_b$ chromatic coordinate is insensitive to plant health or phenology, both in the field situation and in the lab experiment (Figs. 6 and 7). In the experiments we have considered other band combinations and indices, but none exhibit a clear response in agreement with vegetation trends. Effects of illumination changes can be reduced by selecting images under specific conditions as demonstrated by Ide and Oguma (2010), i.e. using overcast conditions only. However, eliminating images limits data availability and can decrease the temporal resolving power of the analysis.
Sensors in consumer-grade cameras are optimized for true-color RGB recording, which negatively influences the separability of the three channels after infrared conversion. The band configuration is determined by additive rejection of the Bayer filter array and the installed long pass filter (Fig. 1). This results in considerable overlap in sensitivity among the channels and prevents separate recording of red and infrared light. As a result, the bands are highly collinear. Table 3 shows Pearson’s correlation between the three bands of different theoretical and simulated camera configurations for all data points in the laboratory stress experiment. The TM bands 2–4 and RGB combinations have intermediate levels of correlation (ranging between 0.1 and 0.9) while all long-pass filter cameras show extreme levels of collinearity (>0.99). This demonstrates the limitation of these cameras to capture more than one dimension of information: brightness. The dual band-pass filter (red rejected) is less affected by collinearity, especially between blue and IR, which makes this configuration a promising option for vegetation studies. For this paper we have not been able to collect extensive data with such a camera but the simulated results in the lab experiment support the interest in this filter type. It must be noted that this camera records only a small part of the near-infrared spectrum, demanding longer exposure times, and lacks a red band. However, the blue to IR normalized index is likely as close as is possible to get, given the restrictions of a Bayer color array.

The limitations discussed above apply specifically to a monitoring setting where multiple images are used to create a time series. Several studies show that IR and RGB cameras can be effectively used to discriminate between vegetation and other objects within a single image or mosaic of images taken under constant conditions (Aber et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2010; Verhoeven et al., 2009).

5. Conclusions

In this study, we investigated the potential use of IR-sensitive consumer-grade digital cameras for the detection of trends in plant phenology and health in a field situation and during a controlled laboratory experiment. Consumer-grade digital cameras are promising tools in monitoring plant health, phenology, and vegetation development at local scales, or by deploying them in a network over larger regions. Results show that IR-converted cameras underperform in a monitoring setting compared to standard color cameras due to these systems’ limitations in dynamic range and poor band separation. Simulations show that a conversion with a red-rejection dual-band-pass filter (i.e. blue, green, and infrared sensitivity) largely overcomes these issues, making it a promising tool for vegetation monitoring studies. Consumer-grade RGB cameras are already widely used in vegetation monitoring settings and our results further support and promote their use as simple and affordable tools for reliable detection and monitoring of plant stress, development and phenology.
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